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 *These are the first draft of these campaign rules and have yet to be play tested! 
 
1. Introduction: The following are the first draft of a set of campaign rules to play 
Greene's Southern Campaign of December 15, 1780 to April 30, 1781. They are designed 
to be used with the Piquet rules and Cartouche supplement, however a cleaver person 
could adapt the campaign rules to another set of miniature wargame rules.  
 Map: The map used in the campaign game is from Against the Odds' "Tarleton's 
Quarter" board game. You can get the map one of two ways (both of which I have 
done). First, you can go to the Against the Odds' website and buy the game 
(http://www.atomagazine.com/details.cfm?ProdID=75). They game is reasonably 
priced and the service from Against the Odds was superior in my experience. The 
second way is to go to Cyberboard (http://cyberboard.brainiac.com/) and download 
the Vassal system for playing board games online or just on your computer. Then 
download the "Tarleton's Quarter" module 
(http://www.atomagazine.com/game_aids.cfm#TQ). The open up any of the 
"Tarleton's Quarter" scenarios with Cyberboard. Then click on "Hide Pieces" (F9). 
Finally click on "Edit" on the top menu and then "Save Board Image in File". Now you 
will have an electronic copy of the map. You can also use the Cyberboard game to run 
your campaign game. 
 Tactical Rules: I use Piquet rules with the Cartouche supplement to resolve the 
tactical battles, and many of the campaign game rules are specific to the Piquet system. 
 Miniatures: The campaign rosters are scaled to the following breakdown by stands 
as Piquet uses stand loss rather than figure loss.  
 
Scale:  
 

 
Stands 

 
Infantry 

Infantry 
Skirmishers 

 
Cavalry 

 
Artillery 

1 45-89 30-59 30-59 1-2 

2 90-164 60-109 60-109 3-4 

3 165-239 110-159 110-159 5-6 

4 240-360 160-240 160-240 --- 

5 361-435 241-290 241-290 --- 

6 436-510 291-340 291-340 --- 

 
The ground scale for the tactical battles is 1" equals 33.33 yards (3/4rds scale for use 
with 15mm figures); if you use 25mm figures, the ground scale for Piquet is 1" equals 25 
yards so multiply all distances in these campaign rules by 1.33. If you use a different set 
of rules for the tactical battles, adjust these accordingly. 
 
2. Turns 
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 Each campaign turn represents about one quarter of a month of actual time. The 
turns in the Greene's South Campaign are: 
 
Turn 1: 3 December = 15-22 
Turn 2: 4 December = 23-31 
Turn 3: 1 January = 1-8 
Turn 4: 2 January = 9-15 
Turn 5: 3 January - 16-23 
Turn 6: 4 January = 24-31 
Turn 7: 1 February = 1-7 
Turn 8: 2 February = 8-15 
Turn 9: 3 February = 16-22 
Turn 10: 4 February = 23-28 
Turn 11: 1 March = 1-8 
Turn 12: 2 March = 9-15 
Turn 13: 3 March = 16-23 
Turn 14: 4 March = 23-31 
Turn 15: 1 April = 1-8 
Turn 16: 2 April = 9-15 
Turn 17: 3 April = 16-23 
Turn 18: 4 April = 24-30 
 
3. Movement: 
 Activating Forces/Units: Each player takes turns activating and moving a force or 
unit(s) without a commander in one area to another. The British always moves first. A 
player may move a force or units from one area or pass. If both players pass 
consecutively, then movement is over for that turn. At the end of a force or unit's 
movement, it must check for attrition if foraging or force marching (see the attrition 
rules). Units that are stationary, but also foraging for supplies much also check for 
attrition. 
 Force(s)/Unit(s): A moving group can be either a force under a commander (brigade, 
division or army) or a single unit or group of units without a commander. A force can 
use force march movements and enter an area that contains enemy units. Units moving 
without a commander cannot use force march movements or enter an area containing 
enemy units. If a group of units starting in an area all move, but to different areas, only 
those units accompanied by a leader are considered a force. If there are more than one 
leaders in the starting area, they can move together or move as different forces. An 
activation is the movement of all of the forces or unit(s) from one area to 
another/others. If there are multiple moves from one area to another area or areas, one 
activation allows all of them to move. 
 Rain: As the force(s) or unit(s) in one area are activated to move, roll for the local 
weather. Roll 1d6: 1-2 is rain, 3-6 is clear. The weather only impacts the force(s) or 
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unit(s) in that area move (it represents the local weather in the areas around the 
activated area). When a new force or unit from a different area moves, roll for the 
weather again. If the a weather roll results in rain and the last force or unit that moved 
also rolled for rain, then the result is flooding, which impacts movement for only that 
force or unit(s). For purposes of movement in Turn 1, consider the last weather roll to 
have been rain. 
 Movement Points: A force or unit has the following movement points. For mixed 
forces use the slowest movement rates in that force (thus a force with infantry, cavalry, 
and supply wagons uses the supply wagon movement rate). The only exception is that 
a "legion" force moves at the cavalry rate. For the campaign the following units are 
considered a "legion": British Legion (infantry and cavalry), Lee's Legion (infantry and 
cavalry), and Washington's Legion (3rd Dragoons and one attached light infantry unit 
with no more than 4 stands of infantry). Mounted infantry and mounted militia move at 
the cavalry rate. 
 Movement rates: 
  Supply trains = 2 (no force march) 
  Infantry or artillery = 2 (force march = 3) 
  Cavalry or Legion or Mounted = 3 (force march = 4) 
  Solitary commander = 4 (no force march) 
 Movement Costs: Units move from area to area. They pay the following movement 
points for each new area moved into: 
  Cross country (no roads) from one area to another = 2 movement points 
  Cross country and crossing a river =  
   Clear weather =2 movement points if clear 
   Rain or Flooding = prohibited (unless with a boat unit) 
  Road from one area to another = 1 movement point 
  Road and crossing a river = 
   Clear = 1 movement point 
   Rain = 2 movement points 
   Flooding = prohibited (unless with a boat unit) 
  Swamps = as above but British and American brigades that contain regular 
troops (that is non-militia such as British regiments, British provincial regulars or 
American Continental regiments) may only enter a swamp area on a road. The 
exception to this rule is if the American force includes the American commander 
Marion, then Continental regulars may also move through a swamp not on a road. 
 Entering Areas With Enemy Forces: If a force brings an enemy force to battle in an 
area they entered, all remaining movement points are lost (so a battle ends a force's 
movement). The exception to this is if the moving player's force outnumbers the 
defending force by a 6-1 ratio (in stands), then the defender must retreat and the 
moving force continues their movement. (This allows rearguard actions, but the rearguard 
force must have some substance in terms of size comparison to the attacking force). 
 British Sea Movement: The British player may also use sea movement to move 
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forces or units by sea. The moving force or unit must start in a port area. The force or 
unit moves to sea that turn. The next turn it may land in a port or an eligible area. Only 
forces, not individual units, may move into an area with enemy forces unless that unit is 
entering a port city under siege. Forces landed in an area with enemy forces (and not to 
a port city under siege) are considered to have landed a few miles away from the enemy 
force and fight a normal battle, which is resolved as if the amphibious force had simply 
moved into the area from an adjacent land area. (There were not D-Day style amphibious 
assaults in the American Revolution.) Forces or units may be landed in the following areas: 
  North Carolina: 1, 16, 17, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45. 
  South Carolina: 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 13, 24 
  Georgia: 1 
 The British player may move 2d6 x 4 points per sea lift. Below are the costs to lift one 
stand of each type: 
  3 figure infantry stand = 3 lift points 
  2 figure infantry stand = 2 lift points 
  2 figure cavalry stand = 10 lift points 
  3 figure artillery stand = 4 lift points 
  1 figure officer stand = 1 lift point (he's a general and he's got baggage!) 
  1 campaign supply wagon = 12 lift points 
 When the British player attempts a sea movement roll 1d6. If the result is a 1 then 
bad weather or unfavorable winds prevent the units moving by sea from going to sea or 
landing that turn. Units stuck at sea for more than one turn suffer attrition with a +1 
modifier to the second die roll. 
 
4. Supply 
 At the beginning of each force or individual unit's movement, it must determine its 
supply state and possibly suffer attrition. There are three possible supply sources: 
magazines, supply wagons and foraging. A unit's supply source is determined by the 
area that it starts the turn in. (This area is the one which supplies the food that the force uses to 
make their weekly march). 
 Magazines: magazines represent supply depots or stockpiles. A magazine may 
supply all friendly forces in its own area and up to two areas away. This supply path 
cannot be traced across an unbridged river during rain, across a river or bridged river 
during a flood or through an area containing an enemy force. A British magazine 
supply path may not be traced through swamp areas unless the supply path through 
the swamp contains a road. Magazines provide unlimited supplies for all units in their 
area or within 2 areas (limited by as noted above). 
 Supply Wagons: supply wagons are mobile supply sources that accompany a force. 
They represent the baggage trains that accompanied military units in the field. They put 
all units in the area in supply. Once used four times, a supply wagon is removed (but 
can return the next turn in the side's Base of Operations). Supply wagons can supply 
any number of stands per turn. 
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 Forage: Forces and/or units not supplied by magazines or supply wagons must 
forage for supplies (that is look for food locally either by buying them or simply taking 
them from local farmers). Each area has a forage level number (that is the white number 
in the gray lower half of each area's number). The number of stands an area can put into 
supply is equal to its forage level x 4. Each stand counts as per the following for forage 
level: 
  3 figure infantry stand = 3 forage points 
  2 figure infantry stand = 2 forage points 
  2 figure cavalry stand = 4 forage points 
  3 figure artillery stand = 4 forage points 
  Mounted infantry = x 2 forage points. 
If forces or units are being supplied by foraging in an area, those forces must make an 
attrition roll (see 5. Attrition) even if not moving. 
 Militia Supply: American militia in their own state are always considered to be in 
supply. American militia operating in a state other their own, must be supplied or 
forage like American Continental forces. British loyalist militia units must be supplied 
or forage like British regular or provincial forces. 
 Capture/Destruction Of Magazines And Supply Wagons: A player may voluntarily 
destroy a magazine or supply wagon in his turn (activation required). A magazine or 
supply wagon may be destroyed after it is used to supply friendly units. A destroyed 
magazine or supply wagon returns to that forces available supply units at that side's 
Base of Operations. A magazine or supply wagon unit is captured if an enemy force 
enters the same area as the magazine or supply wagon and there are no friendly units to 
protect the magazine or supply wagon. A supply wagon with a friendly force is also 
captured if the friendly force is defeated in a battle (fails major morale check). A 
magazine is also captured if the friendly force in the same area retreats from the area 
(either due to a failed major morale check or a voluntary withdrawal). Replace a 
captured enemy magazine with a friendly supply wagon unit. 
 Converting Magazines to Supply Wagons: At the end of a turn, a magazine can be 
converted into a supply wagon unit or a supply wagon unit that has not been used to 
supply troops (still has 4 campaign turns of supplies left) may be converted into a 
magazine. The one exception is that captured supply wagons and friendly supply 
wagons with less than 4 campaign turns of supplies left may not be converted into a 
magazine. 
 Number of British Supply Wagons/Magazines: The British player can have one 
supply wagon unit or one magazine based on the total of ports they control in Georgia, 
South Carolina, or North Carolina, with Charlestown and Savannah counting as 2 ports. 
Thus the total possible number of magazines or supply units is 7. Captured supply 
wagon units do not count against this total. 
 Number of American Supply Wagons/Magazines: The American player can have a 
total of four supply wagons or magazines in play. Captured supply wagon units do not 
count against this total. 
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 Return of Used Supply Wagon Units: Once used, a wagon unit or magazine 
reappears at the rate of 1 per turn at that side's base of operations. Remember that a 
supply wagon can supply units in its area for up to four campaign turns. 
 
5. Attrition 
 A force or unit may be forced to roll for attrition due to foraging for supplies or due 
to a forced march (disease is figured into these rolls) Roll on the attrition table for each 
of the possible causes of attrition. Any force(s) and/or unit(s) that are foraging for 
supplies in an area must roll for attrition. Also any force, even one that starts the move 
supplied, must roll of attrition if force marching.  
 To roll for attrition, roll 1d6 for each unit, if the result is a 6 then roll a second 1d6 
   die to confirm the loss of 1 stand from that unit. A stand is lost on a second 6 or  
  higher roll with the following modifiers to the second die roll: 
  Unit starts move in supply = -1 (this applies to force marches) 
  Foraging with forage point stands equal or less than the forage capacity = +0 
  Foraging with more forage point stands than 1+x to 2x the forage capacity = +1 
  Foraging with more forage point stands than 2x+ the forage capacity = +2 
  Force Marching = +2 
  Yellow fever (April in swamp area) = +2 
  Besieged in city with no supplies = +1 
  Besieged in town with no supplies = +2 
  Besieged in fort with no supplies = +3 
  Stuck at sea a second turn = +1 
  Unit Size: 
   1 stand = -2 (all artillery units are treated as 1 stand units) 
   2 stands = -1 
   3-5 stands = +0 
   6 stands = +1 
   2 figure infantry stand = -1 
  Special: 
   British 33rd ROF = -2 (unit suffered a 2% loss in Race to Dan compared to  
    the  average loss of 10%for British, Hessian, and Provincial units) 
   Militia = +1 (remember that all American militia units are supplied in their  
    own state, but this does effect militia force marching in their own state). 
   Cavalry = -1 (less fatigue on the men) This also applies to mounted militia and  
    mounted infantry. 
  Lost stands do not represent men literally starving to death, but instead 
represent the effects of low supply, which are men getting sick and becoming 
ineffective for combat or desertion.  
 
6. Battles 
 Declaring An Attack: When a force moves into an area containing enemy units, it 
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may attempt to force them to fight a battle. If the active force (that is moving) force 
declares an attempt to bring the enemy to battle, then the defender can opt to either 
retreat before combat or fight the battle. Additionally, a moving force can opt to not 
engage the defender, but then the defender gets the option to attack the moving force 
and fight a battle. If neither side seeks a battle then the moving side can move through 
the area, but cannot end its movement in the area occupied by the enemy (this happened 
towards the end of the campaign when Cornwallis' and Greene's exhausted armies simply 
avoided combat after Guilford Courthouse while marching very near each other). 
 Reinforcements: Units from adjacent areas can be brought in as reinforcements. Roll 
1d6 and add a modifier based the adjacent force's senior commander's Leaderships 
Quality. 
  Leadership Quality  Modifier 
  Abysmal    -1 
  Poor     +0 
  Average    +1 
  Skilled    +2 
  Superior    +3 
 If the result is 6+ then the reinforcing force can join the attacker at the start of the battle. 
If the result is 4 to 5 then the reinforcing force joins the battle 2d6 turns after the start of 
the battle (it might miss the battle if it arrives too late!). If the result is 1-3 then the force 
attempting to reinforce does not move and remains in their original area. 
 Retreat Before Combat: If the defender wishes to withdraw before battle both sides 
roll 1d6 and add a modifier based the adjacent force's senior commander's Leaderships 
Quality. 
  Leadership Quality  Modifier 
  Abysmal    -1 
  Poor     +0 
  Average    +1 
  Skilled    +2 
  Superior    +3 
 The following results apply: 
  Attacker wins by 4: The defender cannot retreat before the battle, but is able to 
deploy normally for battle. However, the defender must take the first battle map as the 
battleground (no choice for commanders with a Average, Skilled or Superior rating). 
  Attacker wins by 1-3: The defender is caught retreating and must set up his force 
in march column with no more than 25% of his forces deployed as a rearguard. In this 
situation, the defender sets up in zones 2 and 5 and the attacker enters 25% of his force 
each turn in zones 3 and 6. The defender can with draw off of the edge of zones 1 and 4; 
they can retreat if they so desire, but they must fight their way off the battlefield. In this 
case, the defender can withdraw before he has exhausted his morale chips. 
  Tie or Defender wins: The defender is able to retreat to any adjacent area that 
they could normally move to that does not contain enemy units. The defender can take 
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with him all supply wagon units, but all magazines in the area are captured by the 
attacker.  
  Die Roll Modifiers: 
   Cavalry Advantage of 2-1+ = +1 (both sides have mounted forces) 
   One side has Cavalry/Mounted Infantry and other side does not = +2 
   Force commanded by Marion in a Swamp Area = +3 
  For the cavalry advantage modifier, mounted militia count as 1/2 a stand and 
regular cavalry figures count as 1 stand. 
 Pre-Battle Maneuvers and Surprise: If both sides decide to fight a battle in an area, 
each side rolls 1d6 and add a modifier based the adjacent force's senior commander's 
Leaderships Quality to the die roll. 
  Leadership Quality  Modifier 
  Abysmal    -1 
  Poor     +0 
  Average    +1 
  Skilled    +2 
  Superior    +3 
 Add one to the die roll of a side that has a 2-1+ advantage in cavalry and mounted 
infantry (as above). The following results apply: 
  Attacker wins by 5 or more: Attacker has achieved Strategic Surprise (see below). 
  Attacker wins by 4 or more: Attacker has achieved Tactical Surprise (see below). 
  Either side wins by 1-3 or  tie: Fight the normal battle. 
  Defender wins by 4 or more: Defender automatically wins initiative for the first 
turn and the attacker gets zero impetus points. 
  Defender wins by 5 or more: Defender automatically win initiative for the first 
two turns and the attacker gets zero impetus points. 
 Surprise: 
  Strategic Surprise: All defending units start unformed (they are in camp or 
unready for battle). The attacker starts the battle 12" or further from the nearest 
defending unit. Finally, the defender wins the first initiative for the first two initiatives 
and the defender gets zero impetus points for both initiatives. (this represents the surprise 
of Pyle's in 1781) 
  Tactical Surprise: All defending units start unformed. No defending infantry 
unit gets a first fire advantage in the battle. Deploy both sides normally. (this represents 
the surprise of the Americans at Hobkirk Hill or the British at Eutaw Springs) 
 Setting Up the Battle: Before the battle is fought, the umpire or both players should 
make different possible battlefield maps. Make the number of maps based on the senior 
defender's quality:  
  Abysmal & Poor: 1 map 
  Average: 2 maps 
  Skilled: 3 maps 
  Superior: 4 maps 
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The defender then gets to pick which map on which he will defend. He also gets to 
select which end of the map is zones 1 and 4 (he can rotate the map if he wants to). If 
the battle takes place in a city, town, or fortified area, the defender also has the option of 
defending the city, town or fortified area (which is a premade map) or he can use one of 
the generated maps. If fighting a battle in an area that has had maps generated for a 
potential previous battle, the defender can select one of the previously generated maps 
or opt to generate new maps. 
  Terrain Generation: Each battle will normally be fought on a 6' x 4' table with 
the normal 15mm scale of 1" equals 33.33 yards. Some of the predetermined city and 
town maps may be larger. First determine the type of general battlefield to be fought 
and the terrain chart to use. Then divide the map into six 2' x 2' areas and roll 1 die for 
each of the four potential areas and place those terrain features in the 2' x 2' area. If the 
score is 'Stop', roll no more die for that zone and proceed to the next zone. If score 
'choice' the defender can choose a terrain feature, which may be any on the four lists, or 
a creek, or may leave the area blank. Once the terrain for one zone (up to 4 different 
terrain features) has been determined repeat for the other zones on the map. After each 
roll, the defender sketches the appropriate feature onto the map. Streams, swamps, 
roads etc should be connected so as making an intelligent pattern. If the attacker is 
attacking across a river (moving across a river from one area to another), then there 
should be a river that runs from one edge of the board to the opposite side with 1d3 
fords on it. If a road and bridge are shown on the campaign map, that should be on the 
battlefield map, roughly in the middle of the length of the river (which replaces one of 
the fords). The river counts as one of the terrain features for each of the zones that it 
runs through. The river should be in the middle zones of the map (2 and 5).  
 If the campaign area contains a settlement, then use the settlement result if it occurs. 
If there is no named settlement on the campaign map area, then treat the settlement 
result as a small settlement. 
  Overall Terrain Type: consult the chart below to see what the overall terrain type 
should be and therefore which sub-terrain chart is rolled on. 
   Normal Area with Forage Value of 7+ = Farmland 
   Normal Area with Forage Value of 1-6 = Wilderness 
   Rough Area: roll 1d6 with 1-3 = Wilderness and 4-6 = Mountains 
   Swamp = Swamp 
 
  Farmland 

Rolls 1st die 2nd die 3rd die 4th die 

1 2 level hill Field Road Settlement 

2 1 level hill Field Road Farm 

3 Light Woods  Stream Sunken Road Farm 

4 Woods Light Woods Fenced Road Building 

5 Stream Woods Stone Wall Choice 
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6 Field STOP STOP Choice 

 
  Wilderness 

Rolls 1st die 2nd die 3rd die 4th die 

1 2 level hill Rocky Road Farm 

2 1 level hill Swamp Track Building 

3 Light Woods Stream Woods Woods 

4 Woods Light Woods Field Clearing 

5 Stream Clearing Choice 1 level hill 

6 Clearing STOP STOP Light Woods 

 
  Mountains 

Rolls 1st die 2nd die 3rd die 4th die 

1 2 level hill Stream Road Farm 

2 1 level hill Woods Track Building 

3 Track Heavy Brush Stream Woods 

4 Woods Light Woods Woods Clearing 

5 1 level hill 1 level hill 2 level hill 1 level hill 

6 Rocky STOP STOP Light Woods 

 
  Swamp 

Rolls 1st die 2nd die 3rd die 4th die 

1 Swamp Swamp Road Farm 

2 1 level hill Swamp Track Settlement 

3 Light Woods Stream Woods Building 

4 Woods Light Woods Field Clearing 

5 Stream Field Stream Pool 

6 Heavy Brush STOP STOP Choice 

 
 Notes: 
  *Hills should be roughly 1d3 square feet in any configuration. 
  *Light woods (Class II) or woods (Class III) should be roughly 1d3 square feet in  
   any configuration. 
  *Swamps (Class IV) should be roughly 1d3 square feet of swamp in any  
   configuration. Swamps cannot be placed on hills. 
  *Steams (Class III) should enter one side of the area and exit the other (24" long).  
   If there is not a stream result for the adjacent area, treat the end of the stream  
   as either a 1d6+1" diameter pond or just the point where the stream starts. 
  *Farms should be roughly 1 square foot with 1 farm house (3" x 3" & Class II  
   terrain) and should have fields up to 72 square inches of fields (have fences  
   around them and are Class II terrain in March and April, otherwise Class I  
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   open terrain) and the rest of the area should be Class I clear terrain (pasture).  
   If no road or track connects the farm to at least one board edge, add a track to  
   the nearest board edge. (A 40 acre farm takes up about 180 square inches on the  
   table.) 
  *Settlements (named on campaign map) should be roughly 1 square foot with  
   1d3+1 buildings and are Class III terrain. If no road connects the settlement to  
   at least one board edge, select the board edge based on the campaign map. 
  *Settlements (small: not named on campaign map) should be roughly 6" x 6"with  
   1d3 buildings and are Class III terrain. If no road connects the settlement to  
   at least one board edge, add a road to the nearest board edge. 
  *Building are 1 building roughly 3" x 3" and are Class III terrain. This could be an  
   inn or a court house or other solitary building. If no road connects the  
   building to at least one board edge, add a road to the nearest board edge. 
  *Fields are roughly 72 square inches and have wooden fences surrounding them.  
   In March and April they will be plowed and count as Class II terrain. 
  *Walls are roughly 24" of wall in either a square, rectangle, or linear feature. They  
   count as Class II terrain. 
  *Roads should enter one side of the area and exit the other side or the area or end  
   at a building, farm or field. If a road crosses a stream add a bridge (1d6 = 1-2)  
   or a ford (1d6 = 3-4) where the road crosses the stream. 
  *Clearing is an area roughly 1d3 square feet in any configuration. These are clear  
   terrain, so do not overlay the clear portions with woods, swamps or other  
   terrain impeding terrain. 
  *Rocky is a rocky area roughly 1d3 square feet in any configuration. Rocky areas  
   count as Class III terrain. 
  *Heavy brush should be roughly 1d3 square feet in any configuration. Heavy  
   brush counts as Class II terrain. 
  *Choice means the defender can pick any terrain feature from the list. 
  *If the campaign area is next to the coast, on 1d6 = 1-2 one edge of the board will  
   be  considered ocean terrain (impassible and impossible to exit from). 
 
 Deployment: Once the maps have been generated, the defender gets to pick the one 
he will defend. The defender sets up in the defender's zone and the attacker in the 
attacker's zone (which can be modified for a strategic surprise. The defender's zone is 
areas 1 and 4 and up to 12" into areas 2 and 5. The attacker's zone is areas 3 and 6.  
 

1 2 3 
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4 5 6 

 
 Battle Start Time: Roll 1d6 and add it to the sunrise time to determine when a battle 
starts. If a battle goes on long enough to reach sunset, then the game is over.  
   

Month  Sunrise  Sunset  

January – 

February  

7 AM  5 PM  

March  6 AM  6 PM  

April  6 AM  7 PM  

 
 Ending a Battle: A side must remain on the table (battlefield) until at least one side 
has run out of morale chips. A side with morale chips can retreat if the opposing side is 
out of moral chips; this might be done if a smaller side is trying to avoid a decisive 
battle with a stronger force. Once a side has ran out of morale chips, it may withdraw 
from the battlefield. To withdraw from the battlefield, the side's units must actually 
move off of the table via its initial set up zones (1 and 4 for defender and 3 and 6 for the 
attacker). A force is not required to withdraw if it fails a Major Morale Test, but it might 
be advisable. The victor is the side that remains on the battlefield. If both sides remain 
on the battlefield, both are considered victors; players may agree to break off combat 
and declare both sides the victors if they wish and not continue the game. If neither side 
remains on the battlefield, both are considered losers. If the day ends due to sunset and 
both sides are on the battlefield, both are considered victors. Being either a losing side 
or a victorious side impacts post battle casualties. If one side retreats from the 
battlefield, the winner remains in that campaign area. If both sides retreat then no force 
remains in that campaign area. If both sides remain on the battlefield by sunset, then the 
attacker must make a campaign retreat after the battle.   
 Retreat After Battle: If a side withdraws from the battlefield it must retreat on the 
campaign map. The  retreating side is able to retreat to any adjacent campaign area that 
they could normally move to that does not contain enemy units. If all adjacent areas 
contain enemy units, the retreating side  is eliminated with all militia survivors 
dispersed and one half of the regulars taken prisoner and the other half of the regulars 
dispersed and unrecoverable in the campaign; if surrounded it is better to fight it out on 
the table. If the losing side retreated before failing a Major Morale Check it can take its 
supply wagon unit(s) with them. If it retreated after failing a Major Morale Check, its 
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supply wagon unit(s) are captured by the enemy. All magazines in the area that 
belonged to the defender are captured by the attacker.  
 Post Battle Casualties: How many lost stands a side recovers depend on if it won or 
lost the battle and if it had morale chips left and if it it had failed a Major Morale Check. 
Roll 1d6 on the table below for each lost stand to see if the stand is recovered. Add +1 to 
all militia stands; that is non regulars (American militia seemed to disappear after a major 
battle, even if they won). 
  Lost/Withdrew and still had 1+ morale chip: stands including artillerists are  
   recovered on 1d6 = 1-4; lost cannons are recovered on 1d6 = 1-3. All unit's  
   BDV roll is -1 for the next campaign turn. 
  Lost/Withdrew and 0 morale chips, but not Major Morale Check failure:  
   stands, including artillerists are recovered on 1d6 = 1-3; all cannon lost are  
   captured by the enemy. All unit's BDV roll is -2 for the next campaign turn. 
  Lost/Withdrew and failed Major Morale Check: stands including artillerists are  
   recovered on 1d6 = 1-2 ; all cannon lost are captured by the enemy. All unit's  
   BMP is -3 for the next campaign turn. 
  Won and still had 1+ morale chip: stands including artillerists are recovered on  
   1d6 = 1-5; all cannon lost are recovered unless carried away by the enemy. 
  Won and 0 morale chips, but not Major Morale Check failure: stands including  
   artillerists are recovered on 1d6 = 1-4; all cannon lost are recovered unless  
   carried away by the enemy. 
  Won and failed Major Morale Check: stands, including artillerists are recovered  
   on 1d6 = 1-3; all cannon lost are recovered unless carried away by the enemy.  
   All unit's BDV roll is -1 for the next campaign turn. 
  Fate of Lost Stands: The loser's lost stands are 1d6 = 1-3 eliminated, 4-6 captured.  
   The winner's lost stands are 1d6 = 1-5 eliminated, 6 captured. 
   Captured militia are paroled, sent home and lost for campaign purposes.  
   Captured regulars must be guarded (see Miscellaneous Rules/Prisoners). 
 
7. Sieges: 
 Declaring a Siege: A force entering an enemy area with a fortification or city 
(Savannah or Charlestown) may declare a siege as long as they have at least as many 
troops (count by figures) as the defenders. If the defenders decide to fight a battle 
outside of the fort or city, the attacker must win the battle (the defender retreats to the 
fort or city rather than to another area). Once the defenders have been driven back into 
their fort or city, they are considered besieged. Besieged forces may not forage for 
supplies in that area, but the attacker can do so. Convert all magazines to supply 
wagons (they cannot be replenish from local sources so after four turns they will be 
exhausted). The defender may only use supply wagon supplies. If he does not have a 
supply wagon unit, he must roll for attrition using the modifier for besieged in city or 
besieged in fort. Also the area is now considered friendly for the attacker so he may 
move in units without leaders into the area. Enemy units may not enter the area by land 
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except for relieving a siege or the British can use sea movement in and out of port cities. 
A besieged fort can contain up to 25 stands, while a besieged city can contain any 
number of figures. 
 Sallying: On his activation the besieged force may use its activation to attack out of 
the city or fort. The besieging units are set up 18" away from the besieged city or fort. 
This results in a normal battle. If the besieged force wins the battle, the besieger must do 
a campaign retreat out of the area. If the sally force loses the battle, they must retreat 
back to their fort or city. 
 Relieving a Siege: The side that has a force besieged may also send a force into the 
area to defeat the besiegers and relieve the siege. This is a normal battle, including 
retreat before battle options. Set up the attackers 18" from the besieged fort or city but 
no closer than 18" from the edge of the table that the relief force will enter. During the 
battle, the besieged force can also sally from their fort or city in support of the relief 
force. If the relief force wins the battle, the besieger must make a campaign withdrawal. 
If the besieging force wins the battle, the relief force must make a campaign withdrawal 
and any sally force must retreat back into their fort or city. 
 Siege Resolution: There are four ways that the besieged force can be defeated: "the 
honors of war", assault, deprivation, and command failure.  
  Honors of War: the besieger can grant the besieged force the "honors of war". 
The besieged force is allowed to retreat to an adjacent area or withdraw by sea. The 
besieger now gains control of the fort or city. If the besieged force had a magazine in the 
fort or city, it is captured and becomes a captured supply wagon unit for the besieger. 
  Assault: the besieging force can conduct an attack on the fortified defender. Set 
up the defender in their fort or city along with applicable fortifications and fort artillery. 
The attacker sets up 18" from the fort or city and a normal battle is done. The defender 
cannot withdraw from the area; if they fail a major morale check, their forces will fight 
on with the resulting penalties. If the attacker opts to withdraw, they go back to their 
lines (18" away from the fort or city); an attacker that opts to withdraw can also make a 
strategic retreat to an adjacent campaign area (as per the normal battle campaign 
retreats).  
  Deprivation: This is basically starving the city and defenders to the point of 
surrender. If the defenders loses 50% of their forces due to supply attrition they will 
surrender (so keep track of the attrition losses of the defender). All surrendering militia 
are paroled and eliminated from play. All surrendering regulars become prisoners. This 
can take a long time and it is why sieges went on for longer periods of time. Also the 
British player's ability to reinforce a besieged port city with a supply wagon means it 
will be nearly impossible for the Americans to starve out a British garrison in a besieged 
port city.  
  Command Failure: This represents the senior commander just giving up and 
surrendering his force. Each turn that a force is besieged, the senior commander must 
make a roll to see if they give up and surrender. Roll 1d6 and add the senior 
commander's Leadership Quality Modifier.  
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  Leadership Quality  Modifier 
  Abysmal    -1 
  Poor     +0 
  Average    +1 
  Skilled    +2 
  Superior    +3 
Subtract 2 to the die roll if the besieged force is out of supplies (no supply wagon). On a 
1-2 the senior commander surrenders. On a 3-6 the senior commander opts to fight on. 
If the senior commander surrenders, all militia are eliminated (they are paroled and 
sent home), all regulars become prisoners, all artillery in the area is captured, and all 
supply wagon units are captured. 
 
8. Miscellaneous Rules 
 Base of Operations: Each side has a base of operations that represents their key 
supply point. The British base of operations must be a port and their initial base of 
operations is in Charlestown (S11). The initial American base of operations is Halifax 
Court House (V12). All returning supply wagons reappear at a side's base of operations. 
Additionally, a base of operations counts as a magazine for supply purposes (but it 
cannot be converted into a supply wagon unit). If captured by the enemy, a base of 
operations appears the next turn; for the British in any controlled port, for the 
Americans in any playable settlement in Virginia or Halifax, North Carolina (N32). 
Players may also voluntarily move their base of operations within the same limits as 
replacing it. 
 Forts and Entrenchments:  
  Entrenchments: Both sides can build entrenchments, but only the British player 
can build forts. Entrenchments can be constructed by a force, but not uncommanded 
units, expending its movement to entrench. After one campaign turn a force receives 
light works (Class II with Value to Breach = 8) equal to the frontage of the units digging. 
After a month (4 campaign turns) a force receives medium works (Class IV with Value 
to Breach = 12) equal to its frontage. If an engineering officer is present (Kosciuszko for 
the Americans and Moncrief for the British) then the force gains entrenchments equal to 
1.5 x its frontage. Only regular troops may construct entrenchments. If militia are 
present with regulars they can build entrenchments but produce only half as much 
linear distance as regulars. If an entrenched area is abandoned, the medium works 
become light works after two campaign turns due to neglect; light words are lost after 
one campaign turn due to neglect. 
  Forts: Only the British player can build forts. It takes 12 stands of British or 
Provincial regulars or 8 stands of British, Hessian or Provincial regulars and Major 
Moncrief to build a fort. After 4 campaign turns the fort is considered 48" of medium 
works (Class IV with Value to Breach = 12). After a second 4 campaign works with 12 
stands of British, Hessian or provincial regulars or 8 stands of British, Hessian or 
Provincial regulars and Major Moncrief, the fort is considered to be heavy works (Class 
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V with Value to Breach = 20). To build a fort, the force constructing the fort must be in 
supply. A fort provides 48"of heavy works (Class V with Value to Breach = 20) and 
fraise (Class III obstacle for movement, but no benefit for fire or melee), except in a city 
(Charleston or Savannah) where it provides 72"of heavy works and fraise. These can be 
divided up into smaller forts or one larger fortified area. A fort may hold up to 25 
stands in the various fortifications during a siege; more troops can be in the 
surrounding areas or behind the fortification lines in a city.  The British player must 
keep at least 4 stands of British or Provincial regulars in the fort to maintain it, 
otherwise the fort becomes medium works after two turns of neglect.  Americans can 
only gain a fort by capturing it through a siege or battle.  The British may build an 
addition six forts once the campaign starts. 
  Savannah and Charlestown: Savannah is considered a fort. Charlestown is 
considered only entrenched due to the neglect of the fortifications. Charlestown can be 
converted to a fort with 4 campaign turns of work with the same requirements as 
making a fort. If fortified, both Savannah and Charlestown have 72" of fortifications. 
 Morgan's Ill Health: Brigadier General Daniel Morgan was not in good health at the 
start of the campaign. Eventually he had to relinquish his command and return home. 
To reflect this roll 1d6 at the start of the campaign turn starting in the 1 February 
campaign turn. On a 1-5 Morgan is able to continue, on a 6 he must return home and is 
removed from play. Modifier the die roll by +1 if Morgan has been in at  least one 
battle. If Morgan is the senior commander of a force, he may be replaced by another 
commander in the force as the senior commander for that force. 
 Marion (The Swamp Fox): Brigadier General Francis Marion was known as "The 
Swamp Fox" due to his ability to hide in swamps. He was very careful to conceal his 
camps, often moving his camp on a daily basis. He has the following special abilities. 
He can move through swamps not on a road even with regulars. In a retreat before 
battle roll he gains +3 if in a swamp area. Marion can call out local militia in South 
Carolina and within 2 areas of Georgetown if attacked or attacking. The militia are 
present for only that turn and then go home, however they can be called out every turn 
that Marion's brigade is attacking or attacked.  Modify roll by -1 if the militia are routed 
or eliminated in a past battle (-1 for each time). For the number of militia  stands, roll 
1d6: 0 or less = 0 stands, 1 = 2 stands, 2 = 3 stands, 3-5 = 4 stands, 6 = 5 stands. These are 
rated as trained militia and are armed with smoothbore muskets. 
 Sumter: Brigadier General Thomas Sumter was an able commander and know as 
"The Gamecock" for his fighting abilities. However, he was unwilling to serve under 
Continental officers. To represent this, Sumter and the units of his command may never 
join a force led by a Continental officer. 
 Kirkwood's Light Infantry Detachment: Sometime after Morgan's force rejoined 
Greene and the main body of the Southern Army, Kirkwood's Delaware Company and 
Wallace's Virginia Company were detached from the Maryland/Delaware Light 
Infantry Battalion and formed into a two company light infantry detachment. This 
detachment was commanded by Kirkwood and attached to Lieutenant Colonel 
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Washington's Continental dragoons to form a legion of cavalry and light infantry. To 
represent this in the game, allow the American player to detach two stands (three 
figures) from the Maryland/Delaware Light Infantry Battalion and attach them to 
Washington's command (brigade) to form a legion with both cavalry and infantry. 
Kirkwood's Light Infantry Detachment can be represented as either two stands of three 
figures or as a light infantry detachment of three stands of two figures (recommended 
way to go). Kirkwood's detachment should be rated Elite, and is still armed with 
smoothbore muskets. Historically, when the Kirkwood's and Wallace's companies were 
detached, the Maryland/Delaware Light Infantry Battalion was disbanded and the 
remaining men were returned to the two Maryland Continental regiments from which 
they had been detached in December, 1780. 
 Charleston Prisoners: In the prison hulks in Charlestown harbor there were many 
American prisoners held on British prison hulks. There were around 2000 Continentals 
from Lincoln's defeat at Charlestown, 500 Continentals from Gates' defeat at Camden, 
as well as 130 North Carolina militia men. If Charlestown is captured by the Americans, 
he gains 4 units of 4 stands each of Continental regulars. It takes two weeks for them to 
reorganize and rearm. They reappear in Charleston or an area within 2 areas of 
Charleston. Due to deterioration in confinement, they are rated as trained militia. (It is 
very unlikely that the Americans will take Charlestown, but American leaders were well aware 
that their comrades were rotting away in the horrible conditions on the British prison hulks and 
discussed plans to rescue them). 
 Mounted Infantry: Both sides had large numbers of mounted militia and 
occasionally mounted infantry for raids. These units move as cavalry in the campaign 
moves. Only those armed with swords count as cavalry, but mounted infantry can 
charge mounted, but they are down 1 if they melee mounted. 
 American Pontoon Train: In early January 1781, Greene ordered Colonel 
Kosciuszko to construct a pontoon train (that is boats mounted on special wagons). It 
moved with the main body during the retreat northwards and was important in 
allowing the American main body to cross many unbridged rivers and flooded rivers. It 
takes two campaign turns to construct the pontoon train with Kosciuszko and at least 4 
stands of regulars. To construct the pontoon train, the units mush be stationary during 
the two campaign turns. Once constructed, the pontoon train moves as a supply wagon 
unit (2 movement points and cannot force march). It can be moved by itself or in a force 
commanded by Kosciuszko. The pontoon train allows one American force of any size to 
cross unbridged rivers between areas as if a bridge was present (1 movement point) and 
cross flooded rivers (1 movement point). If captured by the British, the pontoon train is 
eliminated. (This pontoon train is most likely how Greene crossed the flooded Dan River as well 
as other river obstacles.) 
 British Garrison Requirements: To control an area, the British must have at least 
one unit of 3 stands in an area. The figures must be British, Provincial or Hessian 
regulars or Loyalist militia.  
 British Entry Into Virginia: Cornwallis was hesitant to enter Virginia due to fears 
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that it would bring more American units into operation against him. Because of this, the 
British cannot enter any areas in Virginia. 
 American Operations in Virginia: The American forces in this campaign were 
oriented to the fighting in the Carolinas rather than being drawn into the conflict in 
Virginia. Due to this, American forces and units may only enter the following areas in 
Virginia: V5, V6, V7, V8, V12 andV13. 
 Prisoners: Prisoners became a liability as well as an honor for both sides. They had 
to be guarded an marched to prisoner confinement areas. They must be guarded at the 
ratio of 1 guard stand to 8 prisoner stands. (Stevens' Virginia militia took the British 
prisoners from Cowpens on their return march to Virginia.) Once taken they must be 
marched at the most expeditious route to a confinement area. British prisoners taken by 
the Americans must be taken to V13 (Charlotte Court House) and American prisoners 
taken by the Americans must be taken to S11 (Charlestown). Prisoners as well as 
captured officers can be exchanged by the two players at any rate they agree to. 
Prisoners maybe exchanged before they are marched to prisoner confinement areas. 
Exchanged prisoners are returned to each side two turns after exchanged at their 
respective base of operations. 
 Commander: Each side has a senior commander. Cornwallis is the British  
senior command and Greene is the American senior commander. The American 
seniority for command goes: Greene, Morgan, Huger, Williams. The British seniority for 
command goes: Cornwallis, Leslie,  O'Hara, Lord Rawdon, Balfour, A. Clark. The senior 
commander in a force must be that force's overall commander. Additionally the British 
and Hessian regular commanders outrank all Provincial and militia commanders, and 
Provincial commanders outrank loyalist militia officers. American Continental officers 
automatically outrank all militia officers.  
 Additional British Commanders: The British had a number of battalion/regiment 
commanders that they used to command independent detachments, such as Craig at 
Wilmington or in the many forts they established in their lines of communication. The 
following list of British, Provincial and Hessian officers may be detached from their 
regiments to command detachments. A detachment is a regular force, but it may 
contain no more than 4 units. All detached commanders are rated as average. They may 
command British regulars, Provincial regulars, loyalist militia and Hessian units. As 
regular officers, they outrank loyalist militia officers for purposes of chain of command. 
  Major James Craig (82nd ROF) 
  Lieutenant Colonel George Campbell (King's American Regiment) 
  Lieutenant Colonel Welbore Doyle (Volunteers of Ireland) 
  Colonel Maxwell von Westerhagen (Ditfurth) 
  Colonel J.C. Koehler  (d’Angelelli) 
  Lieutenant Colonel Franz Kurtz (Huyne Garrison) 
  Lieutenant Colonel Johann Christian de Puis (von Bose) 
  Lieutenant Colonel Friedrich von Porbeck (Knoblauch) 
 Rules For British Naval Support: 
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  The British player has a small three ship squadron supported by several galleys 
and gun boats that can be used as supporting artillery fire in tactical battles. See the 
British campaign order of battle for a roster of the British ships and boats and their 
ratings. 
  Campaign Movement: Ships and boats move like British sea movement in that 
they can leave a port or any area with a coast (see Sea Movement for which areas are 
considered coastal) and move to "sea" in one move. The next turn they can return to any 
port or coastal area. As galleys and gunboats could also be rowed along the coast, they 
can move up to two adjacent coastal areas in one campaign move without the need to 
go to sea. The three ships, the frigate and two sloops must always use the "at sea" 
movement, and can travel to any coastal area when they return from being "at sea". 
Individual ships, galleys and gunboats can move on their own or with other ships, 
galleys, and gunboats. In one instance, HM Galley Cornwallis was taken at sea by 
American naval forces. If a galley or gunboat is at sea, roll 2d6, a result of 12 means that 
vessel is taken by American naval forces or privateers and is removed from the 
campaign. If travelling with a sloop or frigate or two or more galleys or four or more 
gunboats, the galleys and gunboats cannot be taken by enemy forces (too much for the 
small American ships to take on).  
  Tactical Support:  
   Ships: British ships, the frigate and the two sloops, can support operations 
along any coastal area as long as one side of the battlefield is coastal. The ships may fire 
their broadsides against any target they can see. As the ships are facing the coast with 
only one broadside, the can only fire a single broadside against forces on land. Consider 
the British ships to be at long range. If coastal defense batteries of 9-pdr or heavier are 
present, the ships cannot support the ground troops with fire (why Craig's force that 
attacked Wilmington did so by land rather than sea). Pick a point for the ship to be anchored 
before the scenario starts and that is where it remains for the entire scenario.  
   Galleys and Gunboats: The British player may use any galleys and gunboats 
present in any coastal area to participate in a battle in that area that takes place along 
the coast. Unlike ships, galleys and gunboats can move both at sea and up rivers. They 
can move up to 6" from the coast and any distance up a river (but not stream) on the 
game board (not campaign map). Galleys and gunboats can move an unlimited amount 
and in any direction on the Naval Movement Phase card. Galleys and gunboats can fire 
all guns in all four areas (bow, stern, and two broadsides) at targets with a 45 degree arc 
of that side of the boat. Fire is handled like normal artillery fire, but with a down 1 
modifier if the galley or gunboat is at sea (due to waves at sea), but no modifier for 
being in a river. If shot at by small arms or cannon fire, treat the galley or gunboat as 
Class III cover. Galleys and gunboat gun crews can be eliminated like artillery crews 
and receive down 1 modifier for unlimbered artillery in addition to the Class III cover 
modifier. Only solid shot from cannons can damage the actual galleys and gunboats. 
Each galley can take 16 hits and gunboat can take 8 hits (see page 46 of the Piquet 
Master rules for Artillery Fire vs. Structures). Once a galley or gunboats has taken all of 
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the hits it can, it is sunk and removed from play.  
  Landing Marines and Seamen: In the actual campaign, the British naval 
commander, Captain Andrew Barkley, agreed to land the marines from his frigate and 
two sloops in Wilmington to support land operations there. If the Blonde frigate is 
present in a coast area or port, it can land one stand of British marine infantry which 
can either be added to another unit or act as 4 stands of artillerists (quality = Regulars 
+1). Additionally, a limited number of seamen from the ships could be landed as 
artillerists. If the Blonde frigate is present, it can land 2 stands of artillerists and if 
present, the two sloops can land 1 stand of artillerists each. If either marines and/or 
seamen are landed as artillerists, a naval officer can also be landed to lead them (treat as 
a average quality commander). Landed marines and seamen cannot leave the 
coastal/port area, and if forced to withdraw are considered to retreat back to their 
ships. If their ships leave the coastal area, the marines and seamen from that ship are 
required to return to their ship and leave as well. Galleys and gunboats can land their 
entire crews ashore as supporting naval artillery. A galley can land 2 stands of 
artillerists. A gun boat can land 1 stand of artillerists. If desired, the landed sailors can 
be used as naval infantry with 4 stands of artillerists converted to 1 stand of naval 
infantry. 
  
9. Victory 
 While the point of playing a miniature wargame campaign is to have enjoyable 
entertainment, there need to be objectives for both sides to give the campaign an overall 
direction. The following are the victory conditions for both sides: 
 British: The British must control at least two colonies/states (Georgia, South 
Carolina and North Carolina) to win the game at the end of the 4 April turn. The British 
player controls a colony by controlling the capital of the colony/state with no enemy 
forces in the capital city area, and there are no Continental regulars in the colony/state. 
If in subsequent campaign turns the British player loses control of the colony/state 
capital or Continental regulars enter into the colony/state the British player is no longer 
in control of that colony/state. For game purposes the capitals are Georgia = Savannah, 
South Carolina = Charlestown, and North Carolina = both New Berne and 
Hillsborough, thus North Carolina has two capital cities (Hillsborough is considered a 
second colony/state capital as the North Carolina Legislature operated there). If at the end of a 
campaign turn, the British control all three colonies/states, they immediately win the 
game and the campaign is over, otherwise they need to control two colonies/states at 
the end of the 4 April campaign turn. 
 Americans: The Americans win the game if the British control zero or one 
colonies/states at the end of April, 1781, or if all regular British forces (British regulars, 
Provincial regulars and Hessians) have been eliminated from all campaign areas at the 
end of any campaign game turn. 
 
10. Piquet Specific Notes: 
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 Unit Type Adjustment Table: (this is modified from the table in the Piquet Master 
rules and the table in the Cartouche supplement). 
  

 
Unit Type 

Fire 
Adjustment 

Melee 
Adjustment 

Morale 
Adjustment 

Natives Down 1 Up1 Down 1 

2nd Rate Militia Down 1 Down 1 Down 1 

Trained Militia NC Down 1 NC 

Regulars NC NC NC 

Elites Up 1 Up 1 Up 1 

Guards Up 1 Up 1 Up 2 

 
 Sequence Deck Composition: 
 

Card British Americans Militia**** 

Artillery Move 2 2 2 

Artillery Reload 2 2 2 

Cavalry Move in Open 3 3 3 

Deployment 2 1 1 

Dress Lines 1 4 10 

Elites Reload* 1 1 0 

Heroic Moment 2 2 1 

Inf/Cav Mode in III/IV 2 2 2 

Infantry Move in Open 3 3 3 

Manoeuvre 2 1 1 

Melee Resolution 3 2 2 

Regulars Reload** 3 3 0 

Native/Militia Reload*** 2 2 2 

Native Mobility 1 1 1 

Officer Check 3 3 2 

Total Cards 32 32 22 

 
*All units rated Elite or Guard may reload on this card. 
**All units rated Regular, Elite or Guard may reload on this card. 
***All units rated Trained Militia or 2nd Rate Militia  may reload on this card. 
Rifle armed units reload as per their quality. 
****For forces entirely composed of militia (either Loyalist or Rebel militia). 
 
Optional Cards to add: Brilliant Leader, Command Indecision, Naval Phase. If playing 
with a referee, the referee may add other optional cards at their discretion. 
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 Allowed Formations/British: 
 

Unit 
Type 

Column 
Of Route 

Close 
Line 

Open 
Line 

 
Skirmish 

 
Mass 

Line Infantry* Secondary Preferred Preferred Limited No 

Hessian Infantry Secondary Preferred Secondary No No 

Light Infantry** Secondary Secondary Preferred Preferred No 

Militia Secondary Secondary Preferred Limited No 

Riflemen Secondary No Secondary Preferred No 

Cavalry Secondary Preferred Preferred Secondary No 

Artillery Secondary Preferred No No No 

Indians Secondary No Limited Preferred Secondary 

 
  *the von Bose Hessian Regiment is treated as British Line Infantry 
  **Includes British Legion Infantry 
 
 Allowed Formations/Americans: 
 

Unit 
Type 

Column 
Of Route 

Close 
Line 

Open 
Line 

 
Skirmish 

 
Mass 

Line Infantry Secondary Preferred Preferred Limited No 

Light Infantry* Secondary Secondary Preferred Preferred No 

Militia Secondary Secondary Preferred Limited No 

Riflemen Secondary No Secondary Preferred No 

Cavalry Secondary Preferred Preferred Secondary No 

Artillery Secondary Preferred No No No 

Indians Secondary No Limited Preferred Secondary 

 
  *Includes Lee's Legion Infantry and all 2 figure Continental infantry stands. 
 
 Miscellaneous: 
  Movement: All units except militia may use maneuver-move. All units except 
militia may use oblique movement. British, Hessian, Provincial Loyalist, American, and 
American militia Dragoons may not dismount (they were used as shock cavalry). 
Mounted infantry and militia may dismount. 
  Fire Combat: Cavalry may not use mounted fire. Mounted infantry and militia 
must dismount to fire. 
  Melee: All cavalry must melee under the melee resolution card. Other units may 
always defer on initiating a melee with the enemy at the commander's discretion. Units 
armed with rifles are not bayonet armed. All other units have bayonets.  
  Morale: Out of command units, except guard and elite rated units and light 
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infantry, riflemen and cavalry (but not mounted infantry), are down one additional die 
type on any morale or difficulty rolls.  
  Other Notes: 

 British American Militia* 

Card Divisor 3 4 4 

Difficulty Die (Other) D8 D6 D4 

Difficulty Die (Sapper) D8 D8 D6 

Difficulty Die (Type IV Terrain) D6 D8 D8 

    *For forces entirely composed of militia units. 
 
 Recommended Rules to use from Cartouche Supplement: 
  *Movement in Towns (page 18) 
  *Movement through Towns (page 18) 
  *Movement across Bridges (page 18) 
  *Unformed (page 18) 
  *Rallying Unformed Units (page 18) 
  *Interpenetration (page 18) 
  *Routing Unit Interpenetration (page 18) 
  *Moving Routers (page 19) 
  *Moving Pursuers (page 19) 
  *Skirmish Fire Results (page 20) 
  *Unformed & Rallying Unformed Units (page 20) 
  *Melee/Skirmish Formation (page 21) 
  *Pursuit after Melee (only for cavalry) (page 21) 
  *Personal Leadership (Page 23) 
  *Rally from Pursuit (only for cavalry) (page 23) 
  *Movement: Inf. Move in Open, Cav. Move in Open, Art. Move in Open (page  
   26) 
  *Movement: Inf./Cav. In Diff. Terrain (page 27) 
  *Native Mobility (page 27) 
  *Out of Command Definition (page 27) 
  *Officer Movement (Page 28) 
  *Risk to Officers (page 28) 
 
 Recommended Changes from Piquet and Cartouche Supplement: 
  *Do not use opportunity chips, instead allow an unlimited of opportunity fire 
and opportunity charges. 
  *Do not require a morale chip for a morale check, instead they are free, but cost a 
side one morale chip for each morale check failed. 
  *Allow heroic moment cards to be kept and can double the movement of a single 
unit or command group, act as an Up1 modifier for fire or melee resolution, or an Up1 
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modifier for a morale or leadership check. 
 
 Fighting Small Battles: If players feel the forces engaged for a battle are too small 
(generally less than four units per side) use a "Wing Scale" to fight the battle. In the 
Wing Scale one turn equals 15 minutes and 1 inch on the table is 16.66 yards for the 3/4 
15mm scale or 12.5 yards if using the 25mm 1 inch equals 25 yards Battalion Scale. 
Double all weapons ranges and command radius, but keep the normal movement 
ranges. Double the number of stands in each unit, but divide units of 7 or more stands 
into two units. For example if a force consisted of two units of four stands and one of 
three stands in the normal Battalion Scale, in the Wing Scale the first two units (four 
stands) would now be represented by two units of four stands each (for a total of four 
units of four stands) and the three stand unit would now be a six stand unit. Otherwise 
play the game as normal. 
  
11. Campaign Design Notes: 
 After thirty plus years of playing miniature wargames I have become tired of the 
one off games. While enjoyable to a degree, I found they lacked the player interest in 
the bigger picture (at least for me). I was able to play several miniature wargame 
campaigns in the past (all in the 1980s and 1990s), all of which involved the GDW's A 
House Divided board game and various miniature rules (Stars and Bars, Johnny Reb 2, 
and Fire and Fury). These were some of the best gaming experiences I ever had. Unlike 
some other wargamers, I found that player enthusiasm grew with the larger campaign 
aspects. I think this was partially because almost all of the players involved had also 
played board games in addition to miniature wargames. They liked the fact that they 
could basically play a board game, and then resolve the battles with miniatures. The 
campaign aspect meant that every battle was important, and players avoided the 
wargame syndrome of just attacking in the battle to relieve gamer boredom.  
 I have been interested in the American Revolution for most of my life, but that 
interest was really sparked by the Bicentennial of 1976. Around that time I got my first 
board wargame, 1776 by Avalon Hill. I played that game many, many times (mostly 
solo). When I started playing serious miniature wargames in 1982, most of the players 
were interested in the typical periods: Napoleonics and American Civil War, so that is 
what I played. By the early 1990s, I started my second B.A. (History), and that sparked 
my interest in the era of the American Revolution once again. I tried a lot of rules, but 
none seemed to work that well.  
 Determined to play the battles of the American Revolution, I sought rules that I 
liked that also worked for this era. I found three that came out in the 1990s that worked 
well for me: Johnny Reb 3, Volley & Bayonet, and Piquet (now sometimes called "classic 
Piquet"). I have used all three and found that all three worked well. I made a Johnny 
Reb 3 variant for the American Revolution with a 1-20 figure scale. It was probably the 
most complex set of rules, but also produced very historically accurate games. The only 
downside was the hidden marker order system worked best with two or more players. 
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The players of Volley & Bayonet, including one of its author's, Greg Novak, worked to 
produce a variety of scales that the game could be played with so that it could be 
adapted to the American Revolution. Again, a great set of rules, but sort of lacked the 
command and control aspect that I find very interesting and important in wargames. 
The last, Piquet, produced the most interesting games, no two were alike. It also had the 
best command and control system. It is a bit like an abstract painting in the way the 
turn sequence works, but it does work. Also the card system made it the best set of rules 
for solo play, why I have opted to use it for this campaign. Having said that, if I had a 
lot of time for gaming and lots of players, I could have equally enjoyed a campaign with 
my Johnny Reb 3 American Revolution variant or Volley & Bayonet. You are more than 
welcome to adapt these campaign rules and orders of battle to your favorite set of rules. 
 The orders of battle represent about 20 years of research. Much of the British unit 
strength returns come from research done at the British The National Archive back in 
the late 1990s when I lived in London while researching a History Ph.D. dissertation on 
the Royal Naval mutinies of 1797. With the growth of the Internet, I was able to find 
primary source material for most of the American Continental forces and many of the 
militia units. Where primary sources were lacking, I relied on better quality secondary 
sources, but be forewarned, many secondary sources are not accurate when it comes to 
unit strengths in this campaign. The orders of battle represent my best attempt to 
determine the forces in this campaign and their strength and arrival dates. I am sure 
that there are a few minor errors, but then not all of the details of this campaign have 
survived in primary source form. 
 The real breakthrough in the campaign development came when I stumbled across 
Against the Odds "Tarleton's Quarter" board game. It provided the excellent map I 
needed. It uses area movement, which I have found to be superior for miniature 
wargames campaigns. I also used a lot of the rule ideas from the "Tarleton's Quarter" 
game as it is a very well designed and researched board game. I supplemented and 
revised many of the board game rules with a great deal of historical research and 
analysis. Against the Odds has another game awaiting publication that will cover the 
campaigns in the northern states. Once it is published, I hope to create a campaign 
game for Burgoyne's 1777 invasion from Canada as it is about the right size in terms of 
battles and duration of campaign.  
 These are the first draft of the campaign rules, and will be used in the very near 
future to play this campaign. The first go will be solo as that will allow me to make 
needed revisions to the campaign before I play it with another player. I found in some 
of my earlier wargame campaigns that nothing is worse than playing a campaign only 
to find out there are major problems in the campaign rules, which always dampened 
player enthusiasm and eventually ended the campaign. Further drafts of the campaign 
rules will be published on my blog (https://jdglasco.wordpress.com/). The blog also 
includes a number of primary and secondary sources I used to create this campaign. 
 In terms of playing the campaign, the historical campaign can be a useful guide to 
the problems faced by both players. For the Americans, they cannot lose their initial 
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main army, especially the Maryland and Delaware Continentals. Due to that, they 
cannot force a major battle until they get their substantial reinforcements that start to 
arrive in late February. As most of the substantial American reinforcements come from 
Virginia, the American player needs to keep his key forces between Cornwallis and 
Virginia. If the British block the arrival of the key American forces, they will be able to 
defeat the Americans in detail. This is where quick moving columns, such as the 
historical force commanded by Morgan, are effective in tying down British forces in 
Georgia and South Carolina. Towards the end of January, the American player needs to 
link up with his reinforcements, probably by moving his main army into North 
Carolina. Of course you can try a different campaign strategy, but the American needs 
to avoid entering into a battle with a larger number of British regulars until he has 
sufficient militia support and the Virginia Continental reinforcements. 
 For the British, their campaign strategy is more complex. They need to hold as much 
territory as possible and defeat the American main army. If Cornwallis masses a lot of 
his forces into one large army, this will let smaller American forces retake parts of 
Georgia and South Carolina. As the British need to control at least two colonies/states 
to win the game, they need to keep sufficient garrisons in several places and build forts 
where possible. The British player can do what Cornwallis did historically and chase 
Greene when he makes his northward movement, but that risks losing control of 
Georgia and South Carolina. Another possible strategy is to simply gain control of 
Georgia and South Carolina and force the Americans to come to him in an effort to put 
Continental forces in at least one of those colonies to avoid a British victory by 
controlling two colonies/states (this is what Clinton thought was the best strategy). It is 
likely the British player will be chasing American forces in an attempt to bring them to 
battle regardless if they opt for the two or three colony/state strategies. Honestly, I 
think this campaign will be harder for the British player to win. 
 In terms of battle plans, both sides should remember that they don't get tons of 
reinforcements, very few for the British. If you lose stands in the battle, they can gone 
forever, so avoid pointless attacks. Also Army morale chip loss is important in how 
many lost figures you get back after the battle, so it might be wise at times to withdraw 
from a battle before you fail a Major Morale Check as that will give you a better chance 
to get more of your lost figures back. This is why Greene retreated from Guilford 
Courthouse; in game terms he withdrew before failed a Major Morale Check so he 
could recover more lost stands. Likewise, if your forces go around force marching and 
unsupplied, you will lost some of your forces. Historically, Cornwallis lost 10% of the 
men in his command in their unsupplied force marches of February, 1781.  
 While I am playing this campaign solo or maybe with another player in the future, 
the ideal campaign is one in which a referee runs the overall campaign game. A referee 
can make the battle maps and arbitrate game disputes. Due to that it is important to 
have the referee be a person who knows the campaign and tactical rules well, is 
reasonable and level headed, and avoids making arbitrary and strange decisions. In the 
campaigns I ran as the referee, I listened to the players and tended to make consensus-
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based decisions. If there is a point that can't be resolved, just roll a die or flip a coin to 
resolve the issue; don't argue for hours as that will also reduce player enthusiasm for 
the campaign. Keep the players reasonably happy as that will keep their interest going 
and the campaign going. If you don't, players will quit the campaign; I know as I once 
quit a campaign that I was a player in as that campaign just got too strange. Finally, the 
referee can also play in the tactical games as a sub-commander of either side. That gives 
the referee something to do during the actual tabletop battles. 
 Finally, remember that while this campaign is heavy on the simulation side, it is a 
game. Things will happen in the campaign that might seem strange, such as decisive 
defeat, but remember that Tarleton lost almost 80% of his force in Cowpens. 
Additionally keep in mind that even if you destroy an enemy force on the game table, 
the losing side has the potential to get back a number of his forces. This is historically 
accurate as even after the disaster at Cowpens, Tarleton was able to recover men from 
many of the destroyed units. So avoid cries of "That's not realistic!" as a reading of the 
actual campaign shows that a lot of strange things happen in real wars. 
  
  
  
  
  
 


